SEGREATION (?) IN PHOMA TERESTRIS

While engaged in a study of the pink-root disease of *Allium cepa* the writer isolated the causal organism *Phoma terrestris* from infected onion roots obtained from the following states: Arkansas, California, Colorado, Louisiana, Massachusetts, New York, Oregon and Texas. Though all the isolated fungi apparently are of the genus *Phoma* and all are able to cause the pink-root disease, they differ markedly in their morphological cultural characters, such as in abundance, shape and size of pyenidia, number and length of ostioles, color of mycelium and substratum, rate of growth, etc. The differences, both macro and microscopic are so obvious and of such magnitude that, were it not for the fact that all these organisms are able to cause the same specific disease, one would be justified (according to precedents set in the taxonomic treatment of other genera in fungi imperfecti) in naming three new species and several new varieties.

In considering causes for such striking variations one might suppose that either an undiscovered perithecial stage exists or that mutations (saltations) are of unusually frequent occurrence. During the past five years extensive culturing on a large variety of media has failed to show any sector formation, and during that period of time no perfect spore-form has been observed either in nature or in culture. Hence other explanations must be sought.

A more intimate study of the California organism revealed the fact that if constant spore-mass transfers were made through several generations pyenidia were produced earlier and in much greater abundance than by mycelial transfers. This phenomenon, which has also been observed in other genera of the imperfect fungi, indicates that the genetic constitutions of spores and hyphae are dissimilar and that therefore single-spore cultures might be expected to differ in some degree from the parent culture. This was found to be the case. Though several morphological characters showed variations during this investigation, only color of the culture as a whole will be considered here. Of fifty single-spore cultures from the California organism forty-two were pink like the parent and the remaining eight were dark, almost black. Several generations from single spores proved this dark variant to be homogenic for color. Subsequent generations of the pink form gave both pink and black in various proportions varying from 10 per cent. black to 36 per cent. black, with an occasional individual producing only pink progeny, showing that in so far as color character of culture is concerned we have homogenic individuals of both the dominants and the recessives. Combining the pure dark with the pure pink by mixing either spores or mycelium gives rise to a uniform culture that is pink. Single-spore cultures from such a union give rise to cultures of four color types, pink, dark, yellow and purple, but apparently with no definite genetic ratios.

Inoculation experiments on onion seedlings with variants obtained from single spores also show considerable variation in pathogenicity, indicating that use of the single-spore method in obtaining pure cultures may prove confusing to both mycologist and phytopathologist.

The fact that *Phoma terrestris* breaks up into variants when singe-spore cultures are made indicates that segregation of character factors occurs, and the fact that it remains constant when it is perpetuated by mycelial transfers indicates that segregation takes place during pyenidium formation or spore maturation.

Tentative experiments with *Fusarium martii* var. *phaseolus* indicate that members of the genus *Fusarium* may behave similarly. The problem is being studied further by cytological methods.
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ALLEGANY SCHOOL OF NATURAL HISTORY
In Allegany State Park, Quaker Bridge, N. Y.
Fourth Season—July 5 to August 23, 1930
Registration limited to fifty
Field studies in Botany, Zoology, Geology, Birds
Natural conditions favorable in richness and variety, suitable laboratories and equipment, comfortable living in a stimulating climate, guidance from experienced teachers and investigators.
Sponsored by the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, the New York State Museum, and the University of Buffalo (with college credit).
For circulars or registration, address until June 15:
DR. ROBERT E. COKE, Director
Chapel Hill, N. C.

UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
ASSISTANT PROFESSORSHIP IN CHEMISTRY
Applications are invited for appointment as Assistant Professor of Chemistry in the University of Manitoba. Salary $3,500. Duties begin September 1st. Preference will be given to candidates with qualifications in Physical Chemistry.
Applications, accompanied by testimonials or giving references, should be sent to the undersigned by June 1st. A recent photograph would be desirable.
W. J. SPENCE, Secretary, Board of Governors
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada.

GEOLOGIST—now teaching desires change of teaching position. Ph.D. Three years teaching experience. Would like place where part of time could be spent in research.
Address “N. F.” care of Science, 3939 Grand Central Terminal, New York, N. Y.
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Land, Fresh Water or Marine Shells from every part of the world. Collections of any size up to 25,000 species. Over half million specimens in stock. Only the very finest material handled. Keep my catalogue in your files. It is free.
WALTER F. WEBB
202 Westminster Road
Rochester, N. Y.
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By SIMON H. GAGE, of Cornell University
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The Old and the New in Microscopy, with a special chapter on Dark-Field Methods and their Application.
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JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The School of Medicine is an Integral Part of the University and is in the Closest Affiliation with the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

ADMISSION
Candidates for admission must be graduates of approved colleges or scientific schools with two years' instruction, including laboratory work, in chemistry, and one year each in physics and biology, together with evidence of a reading knowledge of French and German.
Each class is limited to a maximum of 75 students, men and women being admitted on the same terms. Applications may be sent any time during the academic year but not later than June 15th.
If vacancies occur, students from other institutions desiring advanced standing may be admitted to the second or third year provided they fulfill the requirements and present exceptional qualifications.

INSTRUCTION
The academic year begins the Tuesday nearest October 1, and closes the second Tuesday in June. The course of instruction occupies four years and special emphasis is laid upon practical work in the laboratories, in the wards of the Hospital and in the dispensary.

TUITION
The charge for tuition for 1930-31 will be $900 per annum, payable in two installments. There are no extra fees except for certain expensive supplies, and laboratory breakage.
Inquiries should be addressed to the
Executive Secretary of the School of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University, Washington and Monument Sts., Baltimore, Md.
Graduates in Medicine who satisfy the requirements of the College in the departments in which they desire to work are accepted as students for a period not less than three quarters. Tuition charge is $50 a quarter.
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Zoological Groups
Embryological Slides
Botanical Life Histories
Drosophila cultures
Lamprey larvae (Ammocoetes)
Prices on demand
Catalogs on request: Address
Geo. M. Gray, Curator
Supply Department
MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
Woods Hole, Mass., U. S. A.

PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS
In the world of science G-M “VISITRON” photoelectric cells are daily helping to solve many new and important problems. If you would know more about G-M “VISITRON” photoelectric cells and their many interesting applications, write for Bul. PE-14—It's free.
G-M LABORATORIES INC
1808 Grace St.
Chicago, U. S. A.
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Teaches Through the Eye SOUND, ELECTRICITY
CAPITAL APPARATUS WORKS
Box 833
Washington, D. C.
Revised--GENERAL CHEMISTRY

By Harry N. Holmes, Professor of Chemistry, Oberlin College

After seven or eight years a revision of any text on Chemistry must be radical, and this second edition of Holmes' GENERAL CHEMISTRY is a very genuine revision, with new material introduced throughout. It is larger by about a hundred pages than the previous book, and differs more markedly than before from the author's INTRODUCTORY COLLEGE CHEMISTRY.

A few entirely new chapters have been added, such as the one on Photochemistry. This is not simply a study of photography, but deals broadly with the chemical effects of all sorts of radiations, a subject of rapidly increasing importance. Another new chapter takes up Nitrogen Fixation. New material has been interspersed throughout the text.

The treatment of certain difficult subjects has been clarified and the entire content has been thoroughly modernized. Industrial applications dated to the last minute make a strong appeal to the student.

Important changes in the order of treatment have been made. Radioactivity is treated early in the book in connection with the periodic system as a logical foundation for a discussion of modern theories of atomic structure. While using modern conceptions of the atom, the author makes it clear that our present theories of atomic structure are constantly subject to modification.

A great increase in the number of problems and references has been made.

Many illustrations, including some exceptionally fine half-tones, have been added.

To be published in April

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY

60 Fifth Ave.
New York
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR COLLEGES

by

WILLIAM FOSTER, PH.D.
Professor of Chemistry, Princeton University

A thorough textbook for the course in general chemistry...written to interest students, and to teach them the fundamentals of chemistry.

The text is arranged in four parts: Introductory; Non-Metals; Metals; and Carbon Compounds. This organization enables the professor to take up the subject matter in the order he prefers. Questions and problems follow each chapter, to test both the student's knowledge of the subject-matter and his ability to reason.

"Inorganic Chemistry for Colleges" furnishes adequate material for a year course of 3 to 5 hours weekly. The laboratory work accompanying the study of the text may occupy from 3 to 6 hours weekly.

375 pages

$3.90

Send for an examination copy today

D. VAN NOSTRAND COMPANY, INC.
250 Fourth Avenue New York City

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON

Publications of the Institution present in monographic form the results of its own research activities, and include a few books on other subjects.

Nearly 600 volumes have been issued, representing studies in the following fields:

Archaeology History
Anthropology Literature
Astronomy Mathematics
Biology Nutrition
Botany Palaeontology
Chemistry Palaeography
Ecology Philology
Economics Physics
Embryology Terrestrial Magnetism
Genetics Zoology
Geology

Descriptive lists and prices may be obtained by addressing:

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON, D. C.